ENTERTAINS TRANSFERS

Walker Club Will Give Smoker To Men From Other Colleges

The Walker Club will give a smoker party to men from other colleges on Thursday, October 24, at 7:15 o'clock in the faculty room of the Walker Club. The purpose of this party is to cultivate good will with other colleges with which the Walker Club has had no real contact. This program will consist of a number of musical numbers which are sure to be enjoyed by the guests. The Walker Club invites these men to its future events following this and hopes to cultivate a hearty friendship and to help them in any way possible.

The speakers are Professor Benjamin L. Price, who will introduce the program, and David L. Ross '50, who will make an address on the Work of the Walker Club.

MISSION OF THE DINES DRIVES

The Mission of the Dines Drive is to center interest in this exceedingly worthy cause.

Many men interested in the future of Technology

About fifty signatures have been obtained on a list which shows the men who are willing to give. All who have shown their willingness to give have expressed a very high interest in this campaign for increasing the wealth of Technology. Most prominent among the supporters of the Dines Drive are the following:

L. B. Dines, 1920, who is an engineer and is the first to sign the list.

W. Ross, the new secretary of the Walker Club, who has been a member of the faculty of Technology for ten years. He is to be in charge of the Dines Drive.

A. Clarke '21, who is the managing editor of The Tech.

B. L. Kaula '16, who is the advertising manager of The Tech.

The Tech will arrange a number of special events in connection with the Dines Drive.

The Tech will also arrange a number of special events in connection with the Dines Drive.

Simplicity

STEEL TAPED ROPE

Simplicity Steel Taped Rope is a modern, easy-to-use, and versatile tool for the conservationist. It is perfect for marking trees, surveying land, and other outdoor activities. Simplicity Steel Taped Rope is guaranteed to be the best of its kind. Request a sample today.

The ORDER SYSTEM

If you are going to buy a suit, overcoat, shoes, fur coat, jewelry, and other items of merchandise not carried by your store, use our order system with the leading stores of Boston.

Considering present prices, most men will spend $100 to $200 for clothes this year. By getting an order from us before buying in Boston you will get the same dividend that you get on merchandise bought at your store.

And the dividend on $100 of such purchases will probably double or triple the amount of your dividend check next Fall.

Ask Mr. Noyes about it.